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As we wrote in the two previous notification (no. 5457 and 5459), "Misliša 2012" was successfully 

implemented. The number of participants was a record (more than 37,000 students from 458 schools). 

According to information from the schools and grades in questionnaires sent, as before, students and 

teachers are very satisfied, even delighted by many as the way of implementation of tasks and events, 

and occasional gifts (for students, coordinators, and schools). Number of observations is negligible. 

Some of the most common opinion is available at our sites. As in the previous six years, in most schools 

is 15 March 2012. a kind of mathematical holiday. In most cases followed the highly-precise propositions 

instructions for the competition. Unfortunately, the small number of cases are not followed all the 

instructions and propositions, we made it difficult to work, inspection and sorting data, grant awards, and 

writing the proper documentation (negligence in completing the application, submission of requested 

data, illegible writing names, here and there in obezbeđivnju regularity competition). It is interesting that 

the year is a relatively small number of these schools (1% -2%). 

I use this opportunity to thank schools for their participation in the competition, especially the 

coordinators and their colleagues who conducted the contest in accordance with the instructions. 

Despite the tremendous work around the views of all students answer, write the results in application-

lists, sorting the results and preparation of supporting documentation, deliver results even two weeks 

before the deadline, provided the propositions. 

• We recall that during the past 10-15 days submitted: 1) a table with the correct answer, 2) thanksgiving 

schools, 3) thank the coordinators, 4) thanks to the members of task forces who carried out the 

competition (if we submitted the required data, 5) gift to the school (mathematical wall calendar "Color 

Mathematics" in 2012. year, 6) present for the main coordinator - a collection of tasks with the 

competition "mean 2012" for elementary school and for secondary schools (with solutions for all tasks), 

7) results in lower number of schools (that have already been arranged), 8) a notice of "Archimedes" 

summer school of young mathematical ticar, 9) offer for the "Archimedes" publications (for competition). 

• This time (well before the deadline published in propoziciajma) attached to send: 

1) table of dodeljenjih awards (awards and praise) to "mean 2012" with the criteria for recognition; 

2) complete results for all students of the school (except for those which have already been sent), and 

the results were entered into the application from the school (number of points in each group of tasks 

and the total number of points, and the note (usually red) on the possible recognition (reward or praise) - 

according to the given criteria. 

• Lists of winners and commended students per grade (in alphabetical order), in accordance with the 

published criteria are published on our websites. Creating a ranking of all schools or students, with 

eventual public disclosure of such schools, it is provided propositions. In addition, it is practically 

impossible (due to the large number of participants in the competition). Because of the few non-essential 

technical errors in the tests (which we promptly responded), and no student was not damaged. 

• Appropriate recognition of the students (awarded with diplomas, commendations)-we yell a lot later, in 

accordance with the timetable set out in the Guidelines (propositions), for the preparation of these 

documents (which is ongoing), with respect to their number requires much work and time. For a number 
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of compliments we send only the patterns that students should be commended for clearly fill in the given 

sample. 

Congratulations to the students achieved notable results, especially the award winners and 

commendations! 

• Students who are at the root level of takmkičenja (3/15/2012) won the maximum possible number of 

points (in the second grade of 60 points, and other grades of 100 points), a total of 122 students qualified 

for the finals, which will be held on 13 May 2012th years (from 14 to 17 hours) in Belgrade, Decani 6 

(seat "Archimedes"). 

For the results achieved in the finals, apart from the traditional awards (I, II, III) and praise, will 

additionally be awarded special prizes. Planned four such awards (two in the lower grades of elementary 

school, one in the higher grades in elementary school and one SS). Depending on the final results, the 

possible distribution of the different levels of rewards. 

Special prize of the "Archimedes" Summer School of Young Mathematicians in July 2012th year (or Tara 

Silver Lake). 

Students will be resolved in the final five tasks (during 90 minutes). Tasks will be reviewed and the 

results communicated within 3 days. In the event that more students (in the same category), which meet 

the requirement for first prize (over 95% of possible points), won the same number of points (say, 

maximum 100%), received special awards will be determined at a public drawing ("the hat" ), which may 

be attended by all interested, a date will be determined later (during the announcement of final results). 

Final results will be published on our websites. 

Participation in the finals must be confirmed no later than 10 May 2012th year (phones, "Archimedes": 

011/3245-382 and 3245-383). Provided snacks for all participants and accompanying finals, as well as 

an appropriate gift. Students who come to the finale, "Archimedes" will reimburse travel expenses for the 

arrival and departure (the amount of the price return bus / train tickets, with all students from the same 

school may be recognized travel expenses for one companion, no per diem compensation. Reason is 

lack of resources, since the actual cost of implementing this major competition (various written notices to 

all schools, and office and other materials, test preparation, copying-press, gifts, patterns, and print 

certificates and acknowledgments, awards, packaging materials, telecommunication costs, Review the 

list of students' responses and sorting of results, tax). 

• As recommended in the propositions, the school, according to their criterion and material resources, 

can your students-participants “Misliša 2012" awarded prizes (awards graduate degrees, praise). 

• a reminder to interested students, teachers and schools can be the "Archimedes" get mentioned 

collection of tasks "Misliša 2012" (with solutions), which (as well as our other similar publications) and 

appropriate rewards for the students. 

 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

      
 
     

    Bogoljub Marinković, prof 

 For "ARCHIMEDES": 


